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The Spectrum for Lambda-fold 2-Perfect 6-Cycle Systems 
ELIZABETH J. BILLINGTON AND C. C. LINDNER 
The spectrum for the decomposition of LK, into 2-perfect 6-cycle systems is found for all 
I, > 1 and for two outstanding cases when A = 1, completing work done by Lindner, Phelps and 
Rodger in the case A = 1. 
1. INTR~Du~~I~N 
Much work has been done in recent years on the decomposition of the complete 
graph K,, into edge-disjoint copies of a graph G. Recent results are surveyed by Rodger 
[8]. When G is a cycle of length m, such a decomposition is called an m-cycle system of 
Ku. Recent results on m-cycle systems include [2-71. We denote an m-cycle by 
(x0, XI. . . . , x,-l) or sometimes by x0x1 - . . x,_ 1, so that nix,+ 1 is an edge for 
0 <is m - 1 (reducing subscripts modulo m). Thus an m-cycle system of K,, is 
essentially an ordered pair (V, C), where V is the vertex set of Ku and C is a set of 
m-cycles which induce a partition of the edge set of K,,. So the m-cycles in C form an 
edge-disjoint decomposition of Ku. 
If (a, b, c, d, e, f) is a B-cycle or hexagon, we can consider the associated graph 
obtained from this hexagon by joining all vertices which are distance 2 apart. Thus 
(a, c, e) and (b, d, f), two triangles, arise from this hexagon in this way. A 2-perfect 
6-cycle system of Ku is a 6-cycle system (V, C) of K, with the additional property that if 
each hexagon in C is replaced by the two triangles obtained by joining all vertices in 
the hexagon at distance 2, then the resulting collection of triangles also forms a 
decomposition of K, , that is, a Steiner triple system (which necessarily contains an 
even number of blocks). The values of u for which such a decomposition of K,, into 
2-perfect 6-cycle systems exists is called the spectrum ; this spectrum for 2-perfect 
6-cycle systems was shown in [6] to be all positive integers u = 1 or 9 (mod 12), u # 9. 
except possibly v E (45, 57). 
In this paper we shall consider a decomposition of the complete multigraph AK,, into 
a 2-perfect 6-cycle system, and find the spectrum of such a decomposition. We shall 
also remove the two possible exceptions in the case A = 1 by exhibiting 2-perfect 6-cycle 
systems of Kd5 and KS,. 
For AK,, to be decomposable into a 2-perfect 6-cycle system, it is clearly necessary 
that u 2 6 and that the number of edges, LV(U - 1)/2, should be a multiple of 6. 
Moreover, the degree of each vertex, j1(~ - l), must be even. These necessary 
conditions are summarized in Table 1. 
Our main result is as follows. 
MAIN THEOREM. The necessary conditions for the existence of u 2-perfect 6-cycle 
system of AK,,, given in Table 1, are sufficient, with the following exceptions.. there is no 
such system when (A, v) = (1, 9) or when A = 2 (mod 4) and v = 6. 
2. THE CASE A = 2 
The necessary conditions are that v 2 6 and v = 0 or 1 modulo 3. We consider five 
cases, with u = 1, 3 or 4 (mod 6) and u = 0 or 6 (mod 12). 
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TAHL~ 1 
Necessary conditions for existence of a 
2-perfect 6-cycle system of AK,, 
A (modulo 6) 21 (VZh) 
2,4 0, I (mod3) 
3 1 (mod 4) 
0 all u 2 6 
1, 5 1,9 (mod 12) 
2.1. v=l (mod6) 
A 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 2K, with vertex set Z7 is given by the following 
hexagons: 
((0, 2, 1, 5, 3, 4) + i 10 s i s 6). 
In the case of 2K,3 we may take two copies of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of K,3 
(when 3, = 1); see [6]. 
Now let v = 6n + 1, n 3 3. The following two constructions define a 2-perfect 6-cycle 
system of Kti+, on the vertex set {a} U {(i, j) 1 1 S i G n, 16 j G 6). 
CONSTRUCTION A. If n = 0 or 1 (modulo 3), then it is well known that there exists a 
2-fold triple system of order n. Take hexagons as follows: 
A(i) on {to} U {(i, j) 1 1 c j s 6}, for 1 s i c n, take a copy of the decomposition given 
above for 2K7; 
A(ii) if {x, y, z} is a block of the 2-fold triple system of order n that we chose, then on 
the vertex set {(x, j), (y, j), (z, j) ) 1 S j s 6) we place one copy of a 2-perfect 6-cycle 
system of K6,6,6 (see [6], Lemma 2.2). 
CONSTRUCTION B. If n = 2 (modulo 3), then we know that there exists a maximum 
packing of 2K, with edge-disjoint triangles such that the leave consists of one multiple 
edge (see [l] or [9]). On the vertex set {i ( 16 is n} let this leave consist of the 
multiple edge joining the vertices 1 and 2. Then hexagons are taken in 2K,+, as 
follows: 
B(i) on {w} U ((1, j), (2, j) ( 1 S j C 6}, take a 2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition of 2K,,; 
B(ii) on {a)} U {(i, j) 11 SjS6}, for 3 s i c n, take a 2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition 
of 2K,; 
B(iii) if {x, y, z} is a block of the maximum packing of 2K,, described above, then on 
the vertex set {(x, j), (y, j), (z, j) ( 1 c j s 6}, pl ace one copy of a 2-perfect 6-cycle 
system on K6,6,6 ([6], Lemma 2.2) (here { 1,2} $ {x, y, 2)). 
2.2. v=3 (mod6) 
In this case we need the concept of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system with a hole. A 
2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition of K, with a hole of size u is a partial decomposition of 
K, into hexagons and corresponding pairs of triangles, in which all pairs of vertices are 
adjacent both in a 6-cycle and in a 3-cycle, except for pairs occurring in a distinguished 
set of vertices of size u. 
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For example, a decomposition of 2Kg with a hole of size 3 into 2-perfect &cycles is as 
follows, where the vertices of the hole are 1, 2, 3: 
475968 149358 
475968 246378 
154278 146289 
167349 158367 
265389 279345 
165297 
When v = 3 (mod 6) we also need decompositions of 2K, and 2K,,. A decomposi- 
tion of 2Kg is as follows: 
152436 183927 
495867 124875 
137649 265389 
125796 145398 
286473 148269 
136587 234597 
CONSTRUCTION FOR 2Kr5. We already have a decomposition of 2K,. A decomposi- 
tion of 2K, with a hole {A, B, C> and vertex set {A, B, C, 1, 2, 3, 4) is given by: 
A31B24 A21C34 
A14C23 A14B32 
B21C43 B13C24 
Let the vertex set for KIs be {A, B, C} U {i 1 1 < i =S 12). Then a decomposition of 
2K15 is given by: 
(i) on {A, B, C, 1,2,3,4} and on {A, B, C, 5,6,7,8} take a decomposition of 2K, 
with hole {A, B, C}; 
(ii) on {A, B, C, 9, 10, 11, 12} take a decomposition of 2K, (with no hole); 
(iii) on 2K4,4,4 with vertex set {1,2,3,4} U {5,6,7,8} U {9,10,11,12) take two 
copies of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system ([6], Lemma 2.2). 
Now let v = 6n + 3 with it > 3. Take the vertex set 
{A, B, C}U{(i,j) 1 lsi~n, lsj~6). 
A 2-perfect 6-cycle system on 2K6n+3 is given by taking 6-cycles as follows. If n = 0 or 
1 (mod 3) a construction similar to Construction A in Section 2.1 above may be used. 
We take a 2-fold triple system on IZ elements, and 6-cycles as follows: 
(i) on {A, B, C> U {(I, j) 1 ~j < 6) place a decomposition of 2K,; 
(ii) on {A, B, C} U {(i, j) 1 s j < 6) for 2 < i G n, place a decomposition of 2K, with a 
hole of size 3, the hole being {A, B, C} ; 
(iii) for each block {x, y, z} of the chosen 2-fold triple system of order n, on the vertex 
set {(x, j), (y, j), (z, j) / 1 G j s 6}, place one copy of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 
K h.6.6. 
If n = 2 (mod 3), we also mimic Construction B above, using a maximum packing of 
order n to determine blocks {x, y, z}, and choosing the leave of the packing to be 
{1,2}. Then on {A, B, C} U ((1, j), (2, j) ( 1 c j =z6} we place a decomposition of 
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2K,s, and on {A, B, C} U {(i, j) 1 1 S j S 6}, 3 9 i 9 rz, we place a decomposition of 
2Kg with a hole {A, B, C} of size 3, while repeating (iii) as in Construction B. 
2.3. u=4 (mod6) 
This case is exactly like that of Section 2.2 when n = 3 (mod 6). In that construction 
we replace 2Kg by 2Klo, 2K, with a hole of size 3 by 2K,,, with a hole of size 4, and 
2Krs by 2K,,. 
A decomposition of 2Kro with a hole (0. 1,2,3} of size 4 and vertex set Z,,, is as 
follows: 
475869 085349 
059168 048176 
054287 065297 
047369 154279 
148357 146298 
159376 256387 
264398 
A decomposition of 2K,,, with vertex set Z,(r is as follows: 
094712 041876 
278450 042658 
032581 152860 
096138 596370 
039867 156429 
175932 294138 
346197 263547 
897534 
For a decomposition of 2Kr6 with vertex set Z16, we take the following hexagons: 
((0, 4, 2, 12, 8, 6) + i, (8, 4, 10, 12, 0, 14) + i 1 0 s i s 3) 
(with addition module 16); then 32 more hexagons as follows, again with the addition 
modulo 16: 
((0, 14, 1, 8, 6, 9) + i, (0, 15, 2, 8, 7, 10) + i, 
(0, 11, 3, 8, 7, 15) + i, (0, 12, 3, 8, 4, 11) + i 1 0 s i s 7). 
2.4. u = 0 (mod 12) 
Two small cases are needed here. (a) When Y = 12, let K12 have vertex set 
Zrr U {co}. Then 
{(co, 3, 4, 1, 0, 9) + i, (0, 4, 1, 8, 3, 9) + i 1 0 s i s lo} 
is a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 2K,,. (b) When v = 24, let Kz4 have vertex set 
& U {m} . Then 
{(a, 0,21, 5, 13,6) + i, (0, 3,8, 13,4, 10) + i, 
(0, 2, 3, 15, 12, 4) + i, (0, 13, 9, 8, 2, 14) + i ) 0 s i s 22) 
is a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 2KZ4. 
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Now suppose that u = 12n with n b 3, and let the vertex set of 2K, be {(i, j) 1 1 d i d 
n, I 5 j s 12). If n = 0 or 1 (mod 3), we mimic Construction A of Section 2.1. using a 
2-fold triple system of order n. So the hexagons may be taken as follows: 
(i) on the set {(i, j) / 1 G i 6 12} (for each i), place a decomposition of 2K,,; 
(ii) if {x, y, } . z 1s a triple in the chosen 2-fold triple system of order n, then take a 
decomposition of K12. 12, ,* (see [6], Lemma 2.2) on the set {(x, j), (y, j), (z, j) 1 1 ~j s 
12). 
If n = 2 (mod 3), we mimic Construction B of Section 2.1. using a maximum packing 
of 2K, by triangles on the vertex set {i 1 1 s i d n}, with leave { 1,2}: place a 
decomposition of 2K,, on ((1, j), (2, j) 1 1 s jc 12); a decomposition of 2K12 on 
{(i, j) / 1 sj< 12) for 3 G jsn; and a decomposition of K,z,,2,,L on 
{(x,j),(y,j),(z,j)Il~jjl2} h w enever {x, y, z} is a triple of the chosen maximum 
packing of 2K,, with triangles and with leave { 1.2). 
2.5. zr =6 (mod 12) 
First we consider the case u = 6, and general A, not merely ?, = 2. The obvious 
necessary condition for the existence of a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of AK, is that h must 
be even. However, the next result shows that in fact we need A to be a multiple of 4 in 
order to have a 2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition of AK,. 
LEMMA. There exists a 2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition of AK, if and only if A = 0 
(modulo 4). 
PROOF. A 2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition of 4K, is given by: 
153426 132546 
145326 136524 
153642 123654 
123465 165243 
126345 135264 
Appropriate multiples of this decomposition will deal with all cases in which A = 0 
(modulo 4). 
We now show that Iz = 0 (mod 4) is necessary. So, let (AK,, H) be a A-fold 2-perfect 
6-cycle system of order 6 based on { 1,2,3,4,5,6} and let (1, a, 2, 6, 3, c) E H. Let H, 
be the set of hexagons containing the triple { 1,2,3}, Ii2 the set of hexagons containing 
triplesoftheform {1,2,x),x+3, H,thesetofhexagonsoftheform {1,3,y},yf2, 
and H4 the set of hexagons containing triples of the form (2.3, z}, z # 1. Then 
H = H, U Hz U H3 U H4 and the Nj’s partition H. Hence 
(5A)/2 = IHI = lH,l + If&l + IW + IfAl 
=lH,l+3(A-IH,I)=3A-2IH,I, 
which gives 4 IH,( = A. This completes the proof. 0 
Now let u = 12n + 6, with n 3 3, and take the vertex set 
{~l~l~i~6}U{(i,j)~l~i~n,1~j~12}. 
The construction when n = 0 or 1 (modulo 3), n 3 3, follows Construction A of Section 
2.1 above. It uses a decomposition of 2Ki8 and a decomposition of 2K,, with a hole of 
size 6. We also have a decomposition of 2K,,. These decompositions are given in the 
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Appendix. Likewise, when n = 2 (mod 3), n 2 3, a maximum packing is used. as in 
Construction B of Section 2.1. 
This completes the decomposition of 2K,, into 2-perfect 6-cycles in all admissible 
cases. 
3. Two REMAINING CASES WHEN h = I 
In [6] the spectrum for 2-perfect 6-cycle systems of K,, was determined with the two 
possible exceptions v = 45, 57. We deal with these two cases now by exhibiting a 
2-perfect 6-cycle system in each case. 
In order to do this we will use a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of Kzl with a hole of size 9. 
One of these is given in the Appendix. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.1. Define a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of K,, on the vertex set 
{mi 1 1 G i G 9} U {(i, j) 1 1 G i G 3, 1 Gj d 12) 
as follows: 
(i) on {a+ 11 .i < s 9} U { (1, j) ) 1 ~j G 12) place a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of K2,, 
which was given in Example 2.1 of [6]; 
(ii) on {“i 1 1 G i S 9} U {(i, j) 1 1 c j s 12}, f or i=2 and then for i=3, place a 
2-perfect 6-cycle system of Kzl with hole (~0, 1 1 s i G 9} ; 
(iii) on {(i, j) 1 1 s i s 3, 1 <j c 12}, place a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of K,,,,,,,, [6, 
Lemma 2.21. 
CONSTRUCTION 3.2. Let the vertices of KS7 be 
{~fi~Il~i~9}~{(i,j)~l~i~8,l~j~6}. 
Take a maximum packing of K, by triangles; this has leave consisting of a l-factor of 
K,. Let {i I 16 i s 8) be the vertices of such a Kg, and without loss of generality let the 
leave of a maximum packing be {1,2} U {3,4} U {5,6} U (7, S}. 
Then the following defines a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of KS,: 
(i) on {mi I 1 G i s 9} U {(x, j), (y, j) 1 1 s j G 6}, each time {x, y} is in the leave of the 
chosen packing of KS, place a decomposition of KZ1 with a hole of size 9, except on 
one occasion use KZ1 and omit the hole; 
(ii) whenever {x, y, z} is a triple in the maximum packing, take a 2-perfect 6-cycle 
system of K6,6,6 on the vertex set {(x, j), (y, j), (z, j) I 1 c j ~6). 
4. THE CASE A = 3 
As detailed in Table 1, for 3K, to have any hope of possessing a decomposition into 
a 2-perfect 6-cycle system, it is necessary that v = 1 (mod 4). This may be re-expressed 
as Y = 1, 5 or 9 (mod 12), and by using results in the case A = 1 (see [6] and also 
Section 3 above), we need only consider u = 9 and u = 5 (mod 12). 
A 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3Kg, on the vertex set Zg, is given by the 18 hexagons 
((0, 4, 3, 6, 1, 7) + i, (0, 3, 4, 2, 6, 7) + i 1 0 G i s 8). 
Now suppose that v = 12n + 5. It is known (see, for example, [6]) that there exists a 
group-divisible design on 2n elements with group sizes 2 and block size 3 when 2n = 0 
or 2 (mod 6), and with one group of size 4 and the rest all of size 2, and block size 3, 
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when 2n = 4 (mod 6). So take the following vertex set for K,,: 
(~~1 l~i<5}U{(i,j)I laiC2n, l<j<6}. 
Then a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3K,,+5 is given by the following cycles. 
(i) If 2n = 0 or 2 (mod 6), suppose that the groups of the group-divisible design are 
(2a - 1, ~cx}, for ff = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then place a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3K,, on 
(00~ 1 1 c i c 5) U {(i, j) 1 i = 1,2, 1 <j c 6); place a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3K,, 
with a hole of size 5 on (~0~ 1 1 <i<5}U{(i,j)ji=2a--1,2~;2~cw~n}. If 2nc-4 
(mod 6). suppose that the groups of the group-divisible design are { 1, 2, 3, 4) U 
(2cu - 1,2a} for (Y = 3, 4, . . . , II. Then place a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3K,, on 
{~$~i~5}U{(i,j)~i=1,2,3,4,1~j=~6}, and a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3K,, 
withaholeofsize50n{~i11CiG5}U{(i,j)Ii=2a-1, 2a;3saan}. 
(ii) If {x, y, z} . 1s a block in the group-divisible design, place three copies of a 
2-perfect 6-cycle system of K 6,6,h on the vertices {(i, j) 1 i =x, y, z; 1 d j c 6). 
Decompositions of 3K,,, 3K,, and 3K,, with a hole of size 5, into 2-perfect 6-cycles. 
are given in the Appendix. 
This completes the case A = 3. 
5. THE CASE A=6 
Apart from v > 6, there is no restriction on 6K, for a 2-perfect 6-cycle system to exist. 
We have already shown, in the lemma of Section 2.5 above, that 6K, cannot be 
decomposed in this way. 
It is straightforward to see that the only values of v here which have not already 
been dealt with by combining decompositions of AK, for smaller values of A. are u = 2, 
8 and 11 (mod 12). So we shall give constructions for decomposing 6K,, into a 2-perfect 
6-cycle system whenever 2, = 2 or 5 (mod 6). 
First, as usual, we need some small examples. In the Appendix are listed 2-perfect 
6-cycle systems of 6Ks, 6K, with a hole of size 2, 6K,,, 6K,, and 6Kll with a hole of 
size 5. We also need a decomposition of 6K 17, for which two copies of a decomposition 
of 3K ,, may be taken. 
Let K6n+2 havevertexset{w1,~2}U{(i,j)Il~i~n, lcjc6},wheren>3. 
Take a 6-fold triple system of order n. On {a,, 00~) U ((1, j) I 1 G j c 6) place a 
2-perfect 6-cycle system of 6K,. On {m,, m2} U {(i, j) I 1 C j G 6}, for each i such that 
2 G i 4 n, place a 2-perfect B-cycle system of 6K, with hole {cfll, +}. Finally, whenever 
2,; z} is a block of the 6-fold t rip e . 1 system, place a 2-perfect 6-cycle decomposition 
h.h.h on the vertex set {(x, j), (y, j), (z, j) I 1 c j 6 6). We also have a 2-perfect 
6-cycle system on 6K,,. 
In the case K,,, with n 2 3, the above construction is mimicked, with 6K8 replaced 
by 6K11, and the hole of size 2 is replaced by one of size 5. Thus in this case we use 
decompositions of 6K1 1, and 6K11 with a hole of size 5; we also have a decomposition 
of 6K,,. 
This completes the case A = 6. 
6. THE GENERAL CASE, FOR ANY A 
A quick check of the necessary conditions when A = 4 or A = 5 shows that (apart 
from AK6, which was dealt with in Section 2.5 above) these are catered for by ;1= 2 
and 13 = 1 respectively. 
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Finally, for any value of II.., by combining appropriate decompositions of 6K,, and 
&KU, where 1 G A0 G 5, we obtain a decomposition of AK,, into 2-perfect 6-cycles. Thus 
we have proved the following. 
MAIN THEOREM. A 2-perfect 6-cycle system of AK,, exists if and only if v 2 6 and: 
I.=2or 4 (mod6) and v=Oor 1 (mod3), or 
A=3 (mod6) and v=l (mod4), or 
A=0 (mod6) and v ~6, or 
3c=lor5(mod6) and v = 1 or 9 (mod 12), 
except that there is no such system when (II, v) = (1, 9) or when A = 2 (mod 4) and 
v = 6. 
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APPENDIX 
A 2-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 2K,,. Take the vertex set (~0) U Z,,, and fifty-one 
6-cycles as follows, where CO is kept fixed (addition is modulo 17): 
{(m, 7, 6, 0, 8, 4) + i, (0, 3, 6, 4, 2, 13) + i, (0, 12, 3, 13, 8, 7) + i 1 0 G i s 16). 
A ~-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 2K18 WITH A HOLE OF SIZE 6. Take the vertex set 
{A, B, C, D, E, F} U &. The forty-six 6-cycles we take as follows; here the hole 
consists of {A, B, C, D, E, F} of course, and these elements remain fixed. The 
addition is performed modulo 12: 
{(A, 5, 1, C, 2, 8) + i, (B, 2, 1, F, 3, 8) + i, (D, 10, 1, E, 6, 5) + i 1 1 c i G 12) 
U ((1, 8, 4, 7, 2, 10) + i ( i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) U ((1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) + i ( i = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
A ~-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 2K3,,. Take the vertex set (00) U Z,,, and 145 
6-cycles obtained from the following (addition is modulo 29 with m kept fixed): 
((00, 11, 0, 3, 12, 2) + i, (0, 14, 7, 12, 1, 25) + i, (2,4, 14, 8,0, 17) + i, 
(0, 6, 10, 2, 3, 16) + i, (0, 1, 8, 6, 3, 12) + i ( 0 c i G 28). 
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A 2-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF KZ, WITH A HOLE OF SIZE 9. Let the vertex set of K2, 
be 
{A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, 1) U {(i, j) j 1 s i d 3, 1 cj < 4). 
Then the following twenty-nine 6-cycles form a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of KZ, with a 
hole {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, Z-i, I} of size 9: 
((0, I), (0,2), (1, I), (1,2), (2, I), (2,2))1 ((0, 3), (2,4), (1,3). (0,4), (2.3)> (1,4)); 
((0, 1)) (2, 3), A, (1, 4), (0, 2), B) + (i, 0) for i = 0, 1, 2; 
((0, 3), (2, 2), A, (0, I), (0, 4), C) + (i, 0) fori=O, 1,2; 
((0, I), (2, 4), B, (1, 3), (1, 2), C) + (i, 0) for i = 0, 1, 2; 
((0, I), (2, I), D, (1, 3), (0, 3), E) + (i. 0) fori=O, 1,2; 
((0, 2)) (1, 2), D, (2, 4), (0, 4), E) + (i, 0) fori=O, 1,2; 
((0, I), (1, 4), F, (1, I), (1, 3), G) + (i, 0) fori=O, 1,2; 
((0, 2), (2, 3), F, (2, 2), (2, 4), G) + (i+ 0) for i =O, 1,2; 
((0, 1)) (1, 3), H, (2, 2), (1, 4), 1) + (i, 0) for i = 0, 1, 2; 
((0, 2), (2, I), H, (1, 4), (1, 3), I) + (i. 0) for i = 0, 1, 2. 
A ~-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 3K,,. Take the vertex set Z,,, and the following 
sixty-eight 6-cycles; addition is modulo 17: 
((0, 12, 1, 9, 5, 15) +i, (0, 6, 7, 10, 1, 1.5) +i, (0, 5, 1. 7, 8, 15)+i, 
(0, 3. 2, 6, 13, 8) + i ( 0 s i s 16}. 
A ~-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 3K,, WITH A HOLE OF SIZE 5. Let the vertex set of 
3K,, be 
{A, B, C. D, E} U {O. 1,2,. . . , 11). 
Then the following is a 2-perfect 6-cycle system of 3K,, with a hole {A, B, C, D, E} of 
size 5. Note that the elements in the hole are not cycled but remain fixed. 
Twenty-seven 6-cycles are obtained from the following; addition is modulo 12: 
((0. 6, C, 9, 3, D) + i, (3, 9, D, 0, 6, E) + i, (3, 6, B, 0, 9, D) + i, 
(0, 6, D, 9, 3, B) + i, (0, 3, B, 6, 9, E) + i, (0, 3, A, 9, 6, D) + i, 
(3, 6, B, 9,0, C) + i, (0, 3, D, 6, 9, B) + i. (3, 6, A, 0, 9, B) + i 10~ i s 2}. 
Then 36 more 6-cycles are obtained from the following (addition is modulo 12); again 
the elements from the hole are kept fixed: 
((0, 8, 1, A, 5, 10) + i, (0, 4, 5, 3, 1, 8) + i, (0, 1. C. 3, 2, E) + i 1 0 s i 5 11). 
A ~-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 3K2,. Take the vertex set h,,, and 203 6-cycles as 
follows; addition is modulo 29: 
((0, 3, 5, 24, 10, 26) + i, (0, 17, 9, 18, 2. 25) + i, (0, 8. 9, 27, 3, 23) + i, 
(0, 27, 15, 11, 4, 28) + i, (0, 11, 1, 27, 12. 24) + i, 
(0, 14,4, 12, 18, 22) + i, (0, 7, 5, 4, 22, 13) + i 1 0 G i s 28). 
A ~-PERFECT. ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 6K,. On the vertex set { ~0) U B,. take the following 
6-cycles (keep = fixed; the addition is modulo 7): 
((0, 3, 1, 6, 5, 4) + i, (0, 5, 3, 4, 1, 5) + i, 
(0, 4, 3, 6, I, m) + i, (0, 5, 1, 2, 3, r) + i ] 0 S i =S hj 
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A 2-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 6K8 WITH A HOLE OF SIZE 2. Let the vertex set be 
{A, B} U Z6. Take the following 6-cycles: (0, 1,2,3,4,5) three times, and then 24 
more cycles as follows, where the addition is modulo 6 and the elements A and B are 
kept fixed: 
((0, 3, 2, 4, 1, A) + i, (0,4, 1, B, 3, 5) + i, 
(0, 2, A, 5, 3, B) + i, (0, 4, A, 2, 1, B) + i 
A 2-PERFECI’ ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 6K,,. Take the vertex set {m} U ZL3; 
follows, where the addition is worked modulo 13, keeping ~0 fixed: 
)OGiS5}. 
cycles are as 
{(0,5, w,7,6, 10) + i, (0,8,4,6,m, 12) + i, (0,7, m, 6,3, 10) + i, (0,6, 1,5,3, 11) + i, 
(0,7,4,8,1,12)+i,(0,9,6,7,1,12)+i,(0,3,2,10,6,8)+i~0~i~12). 
A ~-PERFECT B-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 6KII. Take the vertex set ZI,; 55 Cycles are as 
follows, where addition is modulo 11: 
((0, 1, 3, 2, 5, 7) + i, (0, 2, 1, 7, 4, 6) + i, (0, 4, 1, 7, 3, 8) + i, 
(0, 1, 2, 6, 4, 8) + i, (0, 4, 5, 7, 2, 8) + i 1 0 G i s lo}. 
A 2-PERFECT ~-CYCLE SYSTEM OF 6KlI WITH A HOLE OF SIZE 5. Let the vertex set be 
{A, B, C, D, E} U Z,; the hole is {A, B, C, D, E}. Take the following nine 6-cycles: 
(D, 2, 1, B, 4, 5)) 0% 2, 1, D, 4, 5), (E, 2, 1, B, 4, 5), 
(0, 372, B, 5, O), (E, 3, 2, D, 5, O), (E, 3, 2, B, 5, O), 
(D, 4, 3, B, 0, l), (E, 4, 3, D, 0, l), (E, 4, 3, B, 0, l), 
and then 36 more cycles as follows, where the addition is modulo 6, and the hole 
elements are kept fixed: 
{(A, 3, 2, B, 1, 5) + i, (A, 4, 1, C, 3, 5) + i, (B, 3, 2, D, 1, 5) + i, 
(C, 4, 3, E, 1, 5) + i, (D, 3, 1, E, 2, 5) + i, (A, 3, 1, C, 2, 5) + i IO 6 i s 5). 
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